SUPPORTING NOTE 1. TEM images 1 and particle size distributions of Rh NPs
Supplementary Figure 
SUPPORTING NOTE 2. Hydrogen pressure-composition (PC) isotherms for Rh NPs
Hydrogen pressure-composition (PC) isotherms for the Rh NPs were measured with a volumetric technique using a pressure composition temperature (PCT) apparatus (Suzuki Shokan Co., Ltd. Japan).
The pressure sensor was a INFICON SKY Model CR090 and its range was from 1.33 to 133000 Pa.
The purity of the hydrogen was 99.999 %, oxygen < 1 ppm. The weights of the measured samples were more than 100 mg as the amount of the metal. As a pre-treatment before the absorption process, a volume measurement of the NPs was performed with helium. Because the amount of hydrogen absorption tends to be overestimated from the 1 st PC isotherm owing to reduction of the particle surface, we measured each PC isotherm more than three times. After confirming whether the 2 nd and 3 rd measurements exhibited reproducibility, we used the 2 nd PC isotherm dataset. For absorption measurements, the pressure during the introduction of the hydrogen was raised in 23 steps (50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 10000, 15000, 20000 Pa). The next step was not initiated until the differential pressure had settled within 15 Pa after 5 min of hydrogen introduction and the PC isotherm data had been collected. Above 2 × 10 −2 MPa, the pressure was automatically set and the measurements were performed using the same conditions. During desorption measurements, the next step was initiated after the differential pressure had settled to the same conditions as the corresponding absorption measurements by automatic control. The PC isotherms of Rh NPs are described in Supplementary Ref. 1.
SUPPORTING NOTE 3. Rietveld analysis for fcc Rh NPs
Supplementary Figure 3 shows the results of the Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns of the fcc Rh NPs at room temperature. The experimental high-energy XRD patterns of the fcc Rh NPs exhibited well-defined Bragg peaks that could be indexed to a cubic unit cell. 
SUPPORTING NOTE 6. X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectra
Supplementary Figure 5 shows the experimental Rh K-edge XAFS spectra for Rh foil and Rh NPs.
There were no significant changes in the energy position of the Rh K-edge and peaks, although peak broadening owing to the size effect was observed. The amplitude of the 1 st peak increased with decrease in particle size. In contrast, that of the 2 nd peak decreases with decreasing particle size. The white line (1 st peak) area in K-edge is directly related to the transition of a 1s core electron to a bound state such as an empty of partially filled molecular orbital 3 . An increase in white line area corresponds to an increase in the density of empty states capable of accepting an electron.
This indicate that XAFS spectra gradually changed from that of the Rh 0 metal to that of the Rh δ+ cation with decrease in particle size. Figure S5 . Experimental Rh K-edge XAFS spectra for Rh foil, Rh2O3 powder, and Rh NPs.
SUPPORTING NOTE 7. Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) simulation and bond-orientational order (BOO) parameter
Supplementary Figure 6 shows the RMC experimental and simulated structure factor data sets for Rh NPs (2.4, 4.0, 7.1 nm). The 3-dimensional structure models of Rh NPs were generated by RMC modelling method using RMC_POT software 4 furnished for the case of non-periodic boundary conditions. RMC models of Rh NPs were constructed by 526 (2.4 nm), 2434 (4.0 nm), 13610 (7.1 nm) total atoms in a spherical configuration. The diameter of spherical samples was determined from TEM images in figure S1 . As shown in Supplementary figure 6, the simulated total scattering factor S(Q) and experimental data shows a good agreement for Rh NPs. From the cavity analysis using a DirichletVoronoi construction, we determined the volume fraction of cavities for Rh NPs. Supplementary Figure 7 shows the distribution of the bond-orientational order (BOO) parameter 5, 6 in the q4 and q6, which was calculated from RMC structure modelling, for Rh NPs. The set of BOO parameters give us the information of the local structure, defined as,
Here, N(i) is the number of nearest neighbors of particle i, The functions Ylm are the spherical harmonics and rij is the vector from particle i to particle j. The values of q4 and q6 (q4,ideal and q6,ideal)
for an ideal fcc structure are 0.190 and 0.575, respectively 6 . These values were presented in the blue close star (see Supplementary Figure 7) . We divided the whole volume of Rh NPs into a core part and a surface part. The surface part is 0.33 nm from the surface; the rest volume is the core part. We calculated the average value of q4 and q6 ( 4 ̅̅̅ and 6 ̅̅̅) for the core part, surface part and the entire volume of Rh NPs as shown in Supplementary The detailed discussion of PBOO is described in the main text (see Figure 4 (c)). 
